
with  

Active Learning  

Sharpen Your  

Collaboration Skills  



JOB GROWTH 

compliance, routine 

machine ideal, robots! 

purpose, possibilities  

human potential   



“excellent 

communication  

skills” 
 

(?) 

WANTED: 



Where did we learn  

communication skills? 



Where did we learn  

conflict management? 



How did we learn to present 

visionary ideas? 



“We collaborate…” 

really? 

Does our collaborative approach 

set us apart?  



Do we continually improve 

our communication and 

collaboration skills? 



How to improve? 
 

lecture? 

webinar? 

video? 

book? 



instruction

lectures, 

seminars

reading

research

experience, self

through interaction 

observation & reflection 

mentors. coaches80% 

20% formal 

learning 

informal 

learning 

Knowledge to do my job 

(experience) 



instruction

lectures, 

seminars

reading

research

experience, self

through interaction 

observation & reflection 

mentors. coaches

80% 
informal 

learning 

Focus on leveraging your...  

(experience) 



What prevents learning  

from our own experience?  



How can we learn faster 

from our daily experience?  



How would better interactions 

affect our profitability?  



How would better interactions 

affect our reputation?  



What if we got better at having  

difficult conversations?  



How can we create a  

360°learning culture?  

How can we reduce blame 

and defensiveness? 



integrated design solutions 

design excellence 

award winning 

thought leader 

trusted advisor 

committed 

full service 

integrated services 

problem solving 

on time, on budget 

exceed expectations 

deep dive 

What sets us apart? 



decision-making 
in simpler times 



IMPOSE INFORM GET BUY-IN 

CO-CREATE 

getting better at the same thing new knowledge 

+ innovation 

Evolution: decision-making 

VALUE  



If only… 

What if....? 



VALUE and VALUES GROWTH 



engaged 
transformational 

experience 
detached 

Investment in interaction 

VALUE  



conventional thinking 



21st century design thinking  



control      influence 



“control”     influence 

strong, natural  elusive 



EDUCATE 

from Latin: to draw from 
(not push into) 



educate? 
 

industrial education  



different skills, 

learning mindset  



learning for judgment  training for predictability 
(600 year model)    

Training or learning? 



facts: easy to teach judgment: hard to teach 

Telling vs. digesting  



passive learning 

 

active learning 



the “prepared mind” 
 

learning mindset    



Expectations: NATURE of the creative process 

learning from experience 



If learning cultures 

were easy, they would 

be common.  



Sharon VanderKaay 
 

vanderpalette.com 


